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A Boy's Bedroom Plays With Red

Product featured:  Rina GM1242 from AVD Contempo Collection

Inspired by his favorite superheroes, Mino Kon's bedroom is transformed into 
a multipurpose activity and sleeping space packed with his favorite color, red.

When Stacy Kon decided to remodel a 

small bedroom of her Los Angeles home 

into a multipurpose activity and sleeping 

space for her son, Mino, she wanted to use 

bold red without the color becoming loud, 

intense, jarring or dramatic.

"Although the room was intended for 

playing as much as it was for sleeping, I 

was afraid red-covered walls could become 

overly energetic, so much that it might 

keep Mino from being able to fall asleep," 

says Stacy. "And if my 6-year-old doesn't 

sleep, I don't sleep."

A designer introduced Stacy to the dos 

and don'ts of using red effectively in 

interior design. The color enthusiast and 

mother of two adds, "I'm always up for a 

challenge, and since Mino loves red so 

much, the color of his favorite 

superheroes, I figured, 'Why not?'"

One of the difficult things about using red 

in residential spaces is its tendency to be 

overpowering. It instantly draws attention 

to itself more than any other color. When 

you see signage associated with danger, 

you're certain to find red type font or 

graphics.

With one glance, one reacts to the red. 

The color is associated with energy, 

movement and speed, as well as its ability 

to elicit excitement. Keeping these traits in 

mind, it's important to know where, when 

and how to use this intimidating color 

successfully in interior design.

First and foremost, you need to 

understand the physical reactions people 

can have to red. Studies have shown that 

when surrounded by red, a person's 

heartbeat will increase. In some situations, 

red stimulates the appetite, as well. 

Depending on the intensity of red and 

how it's used, people may also experience 

shortness of breath or anxiety when 

surrounded by the color.

Keeping this in mind, it's best to consider 

using red in spaces where physical activity 

and social interaction are encouraged, 

such as playrooms, activity spaces, dining 

rooms, multipurpose rooms and lounges. 

"Mino's new room fits four out of those 

five categories," Stacy says. "That was all I 

needed to hear to give the project the 

green light."

Continued on next page
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Luckily for Mino, active spaces for 

children are a perfect fit for red. Since 

Mino's new room is geared toward playing 

with big sister Zoe, climbing around on a 

new loft bed, and being creative at a new 

homework and craft area, Stacy was 

certain red was the perfect fit. "As long as 

the space ended up being fun, warm and 

full of life, I'd be one happy mom," Stacy 

says.

Love and warmth are also associated with 

red, making it a favorite tone for dining 

rooms or eat-in kitchens. In traditional 

homes, it's common to see dining room 

walls covered in red paint. When using 

red in other areas of the house, it's best to 

use it in small doses, using red as an accent 

instead of a dominant color.

With a better understanding of how to use 

the color most effectively, Stacy decided to 

kick Mino's activity and sleeping space 

project into high gear. "My designer friend 

explained red tends to always steal the 

show, and to be certain to use it sparingly." 

Stacy says.

Before construction could begin, Mino's 

room needed to be cleared out, a task that 

proved to be harder than anticipated. "I 

wanted to clear it out myself, but there 

were things I couldn't reach, so I just 

helped," Mino says. "While my mom and 

Dad took things apart and got them out, I 

made sure my dog, Berkeley, stayed out of 

the way. He really likes my room, so it 

wasn't as easy to do as it sounds."

With everything out of the room, Stacy 

and husband Danny were able to take a 

mental inventory of what to keep versus 

what to donate. Since the room in its 

initial state was packed with clutter, they 

were determined to ensure that once 

redesigned, Mino's room would stay neat 

and organized.

After a full day of clearing out the room, 

white tongue-and-groove bamboo 

hardwoods, as well as the new 1x4 MDF 

baseboards and door casings, were 

installed.

"I didn't even know about the floors," says 

Mino. "But when I walked in the room 

after school, I knew something was 

different, so I ran and showed my sister, 

Zoe. The white wood is so cool!"

Stacy and Danny learned something new 

about wood floors during the process. 

Wood flooring needs to acclimate to a 

home prior to being installed, otherwise it 

could buckle or swell, causing planks to 

come loose or become warped. To ensure 

proper acclimation, the contractor 

dropped off the floors four days before 

installation, keeping them in the hallway 

just outside of Mino's room.

The Scope of the Project

In addition to the flooring, Stacy put 

together a to-do list to accomplish in one 

week with a budget of $5,000.

 Replace baseboards and casing with 1x4  
 MDF trim

 Install graphic wallpaper, update the   
 ceiling and new trim with blue paint

 Replace the existing ceiling fan with a   
 pendant light fixture

 Add black-out lined Roman shades to   
 the window to help control harsh   
 afternoon sunlight

 Update the closet with cubbies and   
 hanging rods

 Create a custom homework station

 Add a custom loft bed

 Incorporate lounge seating

With the flooring complete, Stacy's new 

understanding of keeping red balanced 

came into play. "I instantly started to see 

what the designer was talking about," says 

Stacy. "Using a really light color like white 

in a room would balance red's intensity."

Next up was paint and wallpaper, design 

elements that go hand in hand. Two 

shades of blue inspired by the wallpaper 

pattern were painted on the ceiling and 

trim. While the ceiling was painted a light 

shade of blue-gray, the baseboards and 

door casings were painted dark navy blue.

Continued on next page
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Once the paint was dry, Mino's contractor 

installed the new ceiling pendant, a 

polished nickel, art deco-era fixture with 

three light bulbs that give off diffused 

light.

With the background of the room set, it 

was time to start layering in the red.

A Fire Engine Red Homework Station

To create a functional homework station 

and craft area, Stacy's contractor installed 

lacquered fire-engine red cabinetry to the 

wall, finished with a laminate top. "My 

desk area is awesome!" Mino says. "It's red 

just like all my superheroes, and all my 

books and supplies are kept inside. It's not 

a mess like it was before."

A custom desk chair with red and white 

gingham upholstery and polished nickel 

nailheads, and a Roman shade made of 

cherry red canvas completed the color 

scheme.

The Loft Bed and Mino's Hiding Spot

After Mino had a chance to test out his 

homework station and learn how to use 

the Roman shade, the contractor began 

installation of the custom loft bed. To 

maximize space in the room, a bed was 

constructed from paint-grade plywood, 

sanded, spackled, caulked, then sprayed 

with glossy ultra-white paint. To keep the 

loft bed sturdy, its side rails were fastened 

directly into the wall studs on two 

perpendicular walls with extra-long wood 

screws.

The loft bed's clean white finish allowed 

another chance to pop red into the space, 

both with bedding and pillows above, as 

well as classic midcentury modern swivel 

swan chairs below.

"I have the best bed in the whole universe," 

Mino says. "It's high so that I can have a 

Mino-size living room underneath. My 

little room is not even little anymore!"

Once Mino's room was done, Stacy and 

Danny had learned how to use red 

successfully and they had a better 

understanding of remodeling in general. 

"Now when someone mentions things like 

MDF or HVLP, I'll know what they're 

talking about," says Stacy. "MDF is 

medium density fiberboard and takes 

paint better than wood, and high-volume, 

low-pressure sprayers give furniture those 

showroom-like finishes."

As far as how Stacy feels about red, she 

says its characteristics go hand in hand 

with her son. "The red room is exactly like 

Mino. During the day, it's packed with 

energy and activity, then at night, it's 

warm and cuddly."

HGTVremodels.com, continued
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Large Swirl Geo AP7466 from Ashford House Silhouettes Collection
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Baltimore Sun

July 1, 2012

Audience: 343,552

Wallpaper adds another layer to home decorating

There was a time when wallpaper was 

reminiscent of grandma's parlor and 

furniture with plastic slipcovers, but those 

days are so over. What's haute now: the era 

of wallpaper 'wow.'

Wallpaper is experiencing a renaissance, 

design aficionados say, one that eschews 

staid and stuffy designs and ushers 

wallcoverings into the 21st century.

The current crop of wallpaper is more 

sophisticated, incorporating bolder, exotic 

and art-inspired palettes. Sheila Bridges, 

the celebrity designer to stars like P. 

Diddy, has a tongue-in-cheek historical 

line of wallpapers. There's even peel-and-

stick wall art such as WallPops, a new line 

from trend-setting decor guru Jonathan 

Adler. And that's just a taste of the 

wallpaper craze.

"It's a very exciting time for wallpaper," 

says Carey Jacobs, an interior designer who 

heads Carey Lind Designs in Hunt Valley. 

"In the '80s and early '90s, it wasn't 

uncommon to see an entire house 

wallpapered. … Then the pendulum 

swung to the opposite extreme, and the 

trend was no paper and only paint. Today 

there's a better balance."

Jacobs not only designs wallpaper, she's got 

it in her DNA. In 1895, her family 

founded York Wallcoverings in York, Pa., 

which the company promotes as America's 

oldest and largest wallpaper manufacturer.

York produces nine designer wallpaper 

brands of its own, as well as for top names 

including Brunschwig & Fils, F. 

Schumacher, Thibaut and Anthropologie.

York's team cranks out more than 15,000 

designs, using myriad colors and such 

materials as flocked fiber, Swarovski 

crystals, sand and recycled glass.

Those collections are just one example of 

the vast selection of wallpaper available 

from suppliers nationwide. Locally, 

Plymouth Wallpaper Co., also founded in 

1895, has two Baltimore-area stores that 

carry millions of rolls.

Consumers considering wallpaper have 

aesthetic options galore to explore.

Large Swirl Geo (AP7466) from SIlhouettes

Continued on next page

Modern looks are bolder, more exotic and easier to use

Rina (GM1242) from Contempo

Asian Scenic (AP7419) from Silhouettes
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Think one-of-a-kind hand-blocked designs, 

classic Chinoiserie, plaids, stripes and 

Asian-inspired florals. Then there are retro 

and tropical designs, as well as novelty 

themes. And whimsical trompe l'oeil looks 

that mimic concrete, brick and library 

bookcases.

"Wallpaper has come such a long way," says 

Darlene Molnar, an interior designer in 

Washington, whose eponymous firm 

works with clients in Maryland and 

beyond. "It's more affordable, there's a 

broader selection and it's quicker to put 

up."

Autumn Conrad, a spokeswoman for the 

American Society of Interior Designers, 

notes that many of its members report 

they are increasingly using wallpaper for 

residential and commercial projects.

Molnar turned to chic wallpaper to add 

extra style to a model townhouse in 

National Harbor that was later spotlighted 

on an HGTV segment. And not long ago, 

the designer chanced upon a roll of 

vintage 1940s wallpaper at Housewerks, a 

Baltimore warehouse that carries salvaged 

architectural, industrial and decorative 

objects. Molnar was giddy about her find, 

and she framed the delicate paper as art.

"Wallpaper can help any room make a 

statement," she says. "It can be simple, or 

very opulent, very luxurious."

That's true of the designs coming out of 

New York City, a hub for interior design 

trends.

Among the wallpaper purveyors with buzz 

is the Andrew Martin Showroom in 

Manhattan (there's also a location in Los 

Angeles), where the wallpaper lines mimic 

natural elements such as stone, wood and 

leather.

At Eskayel, a Brooklyn, N.Y.-based design 

studio, expensive custom wallpaper is 

adorned with graphic, whimsical patterns, 

such as the Poolside collection, inspired by 

the suburban pool culture of the 1960s.

"Wallpaper is making a comeback because 

it is a form of accessible and affordable 

art," says Shanan Campanaro, an artist and 

textile designer who leads the firm. 

"Designers, some with formal artistic 

training like myself, experiment with and 

constantly apply new techniques and 

textures when reproducing hand-painted 

watercolor pieces."

Eskayel's colorful wallpapers and fabrics 

start out as paintings, Campanaro notes. 

She takes small sections of those works, 

Continued on next page
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Leone (GM1258) fro ContempoAsian Scenic (AP7419) from Silhouettes

Trellis KB8552 from Bistro 750
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then digitally reinvents and manipulates 

them into designs.

Meanwhile, the team at York Wallcovering 

says it's one of the only companies in 

North America that still produces surface 

prints — using its original century-old 

presses — alongside state-of-the-art printing 

technologies.

They use simply colored designs to lend 

visual depth to designs in two or three 

colors. At close range, they have a 

distinctive painterly effect.

Such touches make wallpaper suitable for 

every room of the house, says Jacobs.

"There are no rules about using wallpaper. 

My clients are having fun experimenting 

with scale, texture, and pattern," she says. 

"It's all about layering and choosing the 

areas you want to highlight."

While some designers prefer to use 

wallpaper as an accent — for instance, to 

punch up a powder room — designer 

Molnar says she's not averse to using 

wallpaper throughout the entire room.

"It takes some convincing because many 

homeowners are nervous," she says. "But 

you can go for it all the way and get 

beautiful results."

Another thing that wallpaper newbies may 

find intimidating, experts say, is the 

process of putting it up.

Design pros stress that improved methods 

now exist.

"The old school way was slapping glue on 

the paper and applying it to the wall like 

that 'I Love Lucy' episode where they get 

trapped in the wallpaper," Molnar says.

Yet the industry has worked to make 

improvements. The glues are different, for 

example, since you apply them to the wall 

and then the paper. And many of the 

newer nontoxic adhesives can be removed 

rather easily. "You're not stuck with them 

forever."

Wallpaper has also become more 

eco-friendly. York now utilizes 

nonpolluting water-based inks and uses 

paper from managed forests in its 

manufacturing process.

And Eskayel offers an eco-friendly 

commercial-grade wallcovering containing 

over 20 percent recycled content.

With so many options, Jacobs says, it's a 

cinch to find wallpaper that matches your 

style and budget.

"Homeowners are looking to personalize 

their homes and express their personality 

through their decorating," she says. 

"Wallpaper offers so many choices."

Baltimore Sun, continued
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Creator's Syndicate

June 2012 (ongoing)

 Readership: 3,000,000+

Small Spaces | Wall murals make studios 
feel less confining

A Manhattan studio apartment can cost as 

much as an ample family home in cities 

such as Seattle, Los Angeles or Dallas, 

Texas. It's always been the case. You pay 

for the privilege of nesting in the heart of 

a major city, including Chicago, San 

Francisco and Boston. Proximity to the 

center of some of the world's greatest cities 

costs a huge premium.

So how do people square the infinitesimal 

size with the price tag and how do you 

manage to actually live in such a small 

place? First, you don't expect to acquire a 

lot of "stuff". You begin with the mindset 

of someone who lives on a boat: One of 

what you need and no more!

Next, you come to rely on the community 

outside your door for stimulation, 

entertainment and space. Feel boxed-in? 

Take yourself outside for a brisk walk. 

Need a change of scenery? Grab some 

change and go for a coffee where you 

might run into someone you know or 

where you can scan the news on your iPad.

Then examine how you can use a few 

tricks to expand the space you do have 

available. Large mirrors strategically placed 

can be useful, and minimizing clutter is a 

key ingredient. Another way suggested by 

the Wallcoverings Association, a 

non-profit trade association representing 

the manufacturers, distributors and 

suppliers of product, is to introduce your 

passion into your immediate environment. 

What better way than to nurture a love for 

your favorite destination or dream city? 

For example, you might buy a slice of 

Paris' essential Eiffel Tower from Mural 

Portfolio, by York Wallcoverings in 

cinematic black and white and printed on 

eco-friendly paper made from harvested, 

renewable resources and non-polluting 

water-based inks for under $330. The 

same image is offered in Chair Rail Height 

that is 6' H x 10.5' W for under $216. I 

love the idea of murals for someone who 

desperately needs to push out the walls of 

an urban shoe box! It's also a way for 

anyone who is just starting out in life to 

come to peace with the reality that saving 

earnings is going to become a habit before 

splurging on long-imagined travel abroad.

Back in the 1970s when I first got out of 

design school, murals were big in the wall 

covering business. Nearly every dentist or 

pediatrician's office featured an outdoor 

mountain scene or a rugged coastline view. 

The practice of re-creating a slice of life on 

a wall has been around since ancient 

times, when fresco painting appeared in 

Egyptian tombs, Minoan palaces or 

Photo Credit: York Wallcoverings

Continued on next page
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Roman villas, most famously found in 

Pompeii around 100 BC to 79 AD.

Colonial homes here in America might 

have featured scenes painted on paper that 

was applied to the walls of an entry, 

staircase area or dining room in the style 

of what was cutting edge at the time in 

both England and France. So while the 

idea of replicating a scene of life isn't 

revolutionary, the affordability and range 

of choice certainly is noteworthy these 

days. While the practice of painting 

directly onto a permanent wall is also 

popular, for those who are leasing or 

renting, a substantial investment in the 

building is not practical. Access to 

unlimited photographic images is easy and 

includes sunsets at the shore, lighthouses, 

sailboats or mountain vistas.

If you are in love with a famous city and 

don't really have the opportunity to live 

there, consider savoring the city lights or 

famous landmarks from the sofa of your 

own place. While life in London, Paris or 

Rome might prove to be out of your reach, 

for relatively little you might enjoy 

pretending while at the same time 

deepening the sensation of space in your 

own tiny home through use of a 

photographic mural. It's an affordable and 

easily achieved addition to daily life.

Creator's Syndicate, continued
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BH&G Color Made Easy

Fall/Winter 2011

Circulation: 450,000

York’s Stacy Garcia Mums GC0833

Continued on next page
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BH&G Color Made Easy, continued

Stacy Garcia Geo Floral Scroll GC0744 (on wall)
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Hinge

March 2013

Circulation: 5,600,000

Carolina and Fontaine from RRD Sculptured Surfaces
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 BH&G Storage

Summer 2012

Circulation: 450,000

 Wallpaper lining bookshelves and media cabinet #FP2691 from the Ashford 
House collection - York Wallcoverings, 800/375-9675; yorkwall.com.

Continued on next page
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BH&G Storage, continued

Wallpaper lining bookshelves and media cabinet #FP2691 from the Ashford House collection - York Wallcoverings, 
800/375-9675; yorkwall.com.
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Old House Journal

June/July 2012

Circulation: 106,000

Lemons KB8627 from Three Sisters Studio Bistro 750 Collection
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Luxury Home Design

Summer 2012

Circulation: 166,000 
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Canadian Home Trends

Summer 2011

Circulation: 25,000

Woven Bamboo AC6097 from By the Sea; Damask Scroll WC4407 from Wild Orchid

Continued on next page
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Canadian Home Trends, continued

Lattice, Script Geo, Guinevere, Seabury, Grasses, Filigree, Wood Grain, Squiggle, Branches, Monica, Glass 
Squares, Beaded butter=flies, Christina, Cinnibar, Christie's Trellis
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June/July 2012

Circulation: 180,000
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Canadian House & Home's 

Best Decorating

Summer 2012

Circulation: 242,575

Antonina Vella Contempo (GM1260), Crown Wallpaper + Fabrics, call 1-800-268-1300 or visit crownwallpaper.com.
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May 2012 

Circulation: 20,000

Continued on next page
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The Big Picture, continued

Continued on next page
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The Big Picture, continued

Continued on next page
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The Big Picture, continued

Continued on next page
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The Big Picture, continued

Continued on next page
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The Big Picture, continued
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Adroyt blog

July 3, 2012

Readership: 7,200

London Calling, Indeed!

It’s clever pitch time on adroyt. We’ve 

noticed certain firms have a flair for 

adroytly intermingling clients’ products, 

and this is one of our favorite pitches in 

quite some time. You’ve likely surmised by 

the visuals by now that the items 

assembled by Anne Martin Marketing 

Communications are calling attention to 

the 2012 Olympic Games, which get 

underway in just over three weeks, and the 

Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebration.

As the email states, “Far from any 

cheering crowds, there is a British invasion 

happening in homes across America. 

Iconic London landmarks are splashed 

across walls, Union Jack takes a front row 

seat, and the red telephone booth turns a 

living room into a convivial pub. Let the 

Games begin!” The decorating games, that 

is!

The Telephone Booth Bar Cabinet is 

painted antique red with glass panels. The 

cheeky furnishing is from Maitland Smith 

and is 31”W x 29”D x 92”H.

The London Map, in Green on Cream, is 

a vinyl-coated wallpaper from the 

Anniversary collection by Thibaut. It’s 

also available in Aqua, Tobacco, Linen and 

Off White.

Pearson’s 151 Hassock with a hardwood 

solid frame and solid maple legs is finished 

in Pearson Buckskin Finish (one of 37 

wood finishes).  Upholstered in 100% 

cotton British Flag woven, the perch is 

accented with small antique brass nail 

head trim.

London in Red & Taupe on Navy is from 

Mural Portfolio II by York Wallcoverings; 

it is screen-printed on eco-friendly paper 

made from harvested, renewable resources 

and non-polluting water-based inks; and is 

9’H x 15’W.  It’s also available in Chair 

Rail size.
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Paper Trade

Wallcoverings has increased its workforce 

by 27 percent since last year. The 

wallpaper design and manufacturing 

company has China to thank for that, and 

for its mild growing pains.

Usually China — and other countries with 

lower cost workforces — is blamed for 

decimating jobs at American factories in 

everything from electronics to clothing 

and entertainment products.

But York Wallcoverings is one of the few 

companies that has banked on the appetite 

of a growing Chinese middle class for 

coveted American products, including 

wallpaper, the company said last year.

It soon found itself selling 2 million rolls 

of the material to China in 2011 and 

hiring more workers to increase design, 

sales and production, executives said. In a 

little more than half a year, the company 

went from total employment of 260 

people looking at a bleak U.S.market 

dominated by paints, to 329 people filling 

thousands of orders in a growing Asian 

market.

“For us, (the employment growth is) pretty 

impressive from a percentage point of 

view,” said Bruce Timmcke, York 

Wallcoverings’ director of human 

resources.

Manufacturing, support, design and 

customer services staff all had to be 

augmented to keep up with the demand, 

he said. And the company isn’t finished 

hiring. It added 29 people in 2012 and 

could add more depending on where sales 

and manufacturing growth goes from 

here, he said.

“I can actually breathe a sigh of relief 

now,” Timmcke said.

TheChinademand goes beyond residential 

wallpaper, also reaching into commercial 

wall coverings such as vinyl for medical 

facilities and peel-and-stick wall art, said 

LeRue Brown, the company’s director of 

marketing.

“Anything U.S.-made has a strong 

demand,” he said.

Other wall-covering manufacturers are 

seeing the same demand for American-

made products abroad. However, nothing 

in business is without a fair amount of 

competition, they said.

“The past five to seven years (Chinahas) 

been a steady, progressive double-digit 

growth market for us. It’s still an 

extremely healthy market, but the last year 

it’s slowed,” said Paula Berberian, a 

creative director for Brewster Home 

Fashions, a Randolph, Mass.-based 

wall-covering maker.

Brewster has been selling inChinafor 

about 20 years, she said. Today, it has 

aShanghaioffice and about 200 employees 

there.

The growing middle class inChinais the 

big driver for demand of American 

products, which are considered of higher 

quality and trendy designs, Berberian said.

India,Russia,Turkeyand countries in 

South America and theMiddle Eastalso are 

large markets for Brewster’s products, she 

said. Similar middle-class trends exist 

there.
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Chinese demand means challenges for York Wallcoverings

Jerry Crouse, international sales director of York Wallcoverings, displays wallpaper 
and sample books designed for the Chinese market. Product lines with names such 
as Times Square and Rockefeller cater toChina’s growing interest and demand for 
American brands and products. Photo/Amy Spangler
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“There’s still a lot of areas out there that 

are experiencing growth,” Berberian said. 

“As an industry that was facing slower 

times in theU.S., we had to look outside 

this country.”

However, as those foreign middle classes 

grow, entrepreneurs find ways to 

manufacture similar products at lower 

price points, which means American 

manufacturers won’t necessarily have an 

easy time selling in the future, she said.

“You do have to understand the market 

and understand the culture and what 

appeals to a wide variety of people,” she 

said.

For York Wallcoverings, the challenge that 

accompanied its growth was finding the 

right people. Like other manufacturers, it 

found a skills gap between those applying 

for jobs and the needs of a particular 

position.

The problem is two-fold, executives said. 

First, they had to get the word out and 

find the right people. Second, they had to 

retrain workers even if they came from 

printing or other related industries.

“We can’t find people who naturally know 

our processes,” Timmcke said. “Even 

printing people have never seen some of 

what we do.”

The entire saga involved job fairs, radio 

and publication advertising, Timmcke 

said. Then managers needed to sort 

through hundreds of applicants to find 

the right people.

Brewster hasn’t had the same trouble in 

filling jobs in its 100-personU.S.workforce, 

Berberian said. Although demand is high, 

the firm is only about 30 minutes 

fromBoston, so there’s a much larger pool 

of workers, she said.

Geography could be one issue York 

Wallcoverings and other midstate 

manufacturers continue to tackle, even 

with the area’s factory-steeped history. It 

definitely wasn’t simple to fill the 

company’s needs, Timmcke said.

“We had to kiss a lot of frogs before we 

found our princes,” he said.
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